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RISE Release 2.1.0 
October 1, 2020 

 

Release Description 
RISE Release 2.1.0 is a minor release. It addresses 21 issues, including three bug fixes and one 
enhancement to the RISE website and 17 improvements to the internal Data Administration User 
Interface. Bugs fixes on the RISE website consisted of fixing multiple problems with the 
CAPTCHA on the Contact Us page, fixing errors with data downloads from the query page, and 
preventing the Query Data button from being active when no data is available for query. 
Enhancements to the Data Administration User interface include adding review process 
functionality and workflows, multiple improvements to form fields, and changes to submission 
options for forms. 

Issues Addressed in this Release – RISE Website 

Issue # Issue Title Issue Description and Resolution 

98 

Limit all filters to only 
show filter options that 
we have data for (e.g. 
don't show 
State=Alabama if we 
don't have any locations 
in Alabama). 

Adjusted filter behavior in the catalog and query to hide unused filter 
options. Filters now only appear if at least one dataset is associated with 
the filter value. This prevents a single filter selection from giving no 
results. However, filters options do not adjust further if multiple filters are 
applied, so it is possible to apply multiple filters and get no results. 

110 
Improve error handling 
for data downloads 

Added messages to JSON and CSV download files when the query returns 
no results. 

169 
Fix Captcha on Contact 
Us page 

Fixed multiple issues with Captcha that were preventing it from working 
correctly. 

354 

Catalog - Items With no 
Data Associated Should 
Not Have the Query 
Button Enabled 

Prevented time series items with no data associated with them from 
showing up in the catalog and disabled the Query Data button from the 
item details page for items with no data. Item details pages for time series 
items with no data can still be accessed by typing in the URL into the 
browser. 
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Issues Addressed in this Release – RISE Data Administration 
User Interface 

Issue # Issue Title Issue Description 

239 Build functionality to 
carry out review process 
for Records, Items, 
Locations, and 
Parameters 

Added Data Administration roles and associated permissions and 
workflows to implement the review process for adding records, items, 
locations, parameters, and managed vocabulary entries. Data Creators are 
able to create new records, items, locations, parameters, but the must be 
reviewed by a RISE Data Administrator before they can become available 
on the RISE website. New managed vocabulary entries can be added as 
needed, but are sent to RISE Data Administrators for review. 

304 Bug in Form for User to 
Add/Edit Catalog 
Records 

Added ability to generate a record title from other field entries. 

306 Form for User to 
Add/Edit Locations - 
Selecting Related 
Locations 

Added ability to select a parent location and add related locations to 
locations. 

307 Form for User to 
Add/Edit Locations - 
After Form Submission 

Modified submission options to provide options for “Save and Add 
Another” and “Save” when creating new locations and “Update” and 
“Delete” when editing existing locations. 

315 Record Tags Selected 
Drop-Down or Manually 

Added typeahead capability to the tags field. Users can start typing a tag 
and tags will appear for selection. Multiple tags can be added. 

316 Catalog Record Location 
Should be a Drop Down 

Added typeahead capability to the location field. Users can start typing a 
location name and locations will appear for selection. 

317 Catalog Record Status 
Should Not be Shown on 
the Form 

Made the Record Status field only editable by RISE Data Administrators. 
Data Creators can see the field but cannot edit it. 

322 Add/Edit Parameters Modified submission options to provide options for “Save and Add 
Another” and “Save” when creating new parameters and “Update” and 
“Delete” when editing existing parameters. 

323 Add/Edit Catalog 
Records - Additional 

Modified submission options to provide options for “Save and Add 
Another” and “Save” when creating new records and “Update” and 
“Delete” when editing existing records. 
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Issue # Issue Title Issue Description 

324 Add/Edit Catalog Items - 
Additional 

Added short names for disclaimers so that full disclaimer text would not 
need to be displayed in the selection menu. Also replaced abbreviated 
item types with full item types in the item type selection menu. 

325 Data Admin UI - Reorder 
Fields 

Reordered fields in the Add Record, Add Item, Add Location, and Add 
Parameter forms and adjusted field titles and instructions. 

326 Add/Edit Catalog Items – 
Publication Date 

Eliminated the requirement in the Publication Data field to include a time 
and provided instructions for situations when only a year or only a month 
and year are known. 

327 Add/Edit Catalog Items - 
Form Submission 
Change 

Modified submission options to provide options for “Save and Add 
Another” and “Save” when creating new items and “Update” and “Delete” 
when editing existing items. 

363 
Rename "Add Contacts" 
in the Data Admin UI to 
"Add Entity" 

Renamed Contact to Entity throughout, except where Data Contact was 
the intended meaning. 

365 
Saving Blank Fields as 
Null in Database 

Changed behavior of forms to store blank values as nulls instead of empty 
strings. 

368 
Change IPs to User 
Friendly URLs 

Changed the URLs associated with the RISE data and content 
administration Drupal pages to memorable URLs rather than IP addresses. 

402 
Increase Data Upload 
Limit and Add Message 
to Page 

Increased the file upload size limit from 2 MB to 20 MB and added 
explanatory text to the field indicating size limit. 
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